Ford focus 2000 interior

I've been driving my Ford Focus for almost 17 years and it still runs and drives just like I did
when I bought it I don't think you can make another car to top it has original clutch and motor
it's got a hundred fifty-eight thousand miles on it. Comfortable, easy to drive, Have had a lot of
problems with it starting 2 days that I drove it off the lot brand new. All doors are rusted thru. I
bought my focus in It was the first year the focus was released. This car has been a reliable
vehicle for all these years. I have only had to give it the maintenance required. When I bought
this vehicle I lived in maui, hi. So, of course, there were not a lot of miles put on it. Since I have
moved to tahuya, wa we are able to take longer trips. At that, there are still only 86, miles on it.
The mechanic who did the brake job recently was impressed with the condition both inside and
out. I love my focus. The car needs an upgrade on the style and it also has a lot of problems that
need to be fixed. It was good at first. Starting going down hill quick though. Wouldn't go up
hills. Changed the alternator 3 times. Had to constantly get tires. Many electronic issues.
Including hatch doesn't work a times gotta use the rear wiper button to engage hatch release.
Exhaust is broken on 3rd o2 sensor and will require exhaust system repairs throughout vehicle.
I love my Ford Focus. I have owned it for 11 years now, and the car is 19 years old. The car runs
extremely well for being an old car. The car is great on gas mileage and is easy to run and
operate. The trunk is spacious and fits quite a lot of items. To small, not enough leg room, radio
is static, gear shift sticks. Tranny slipping brakes are bad. I replace fuel tank. Auto lock seat
belts chock me! Back seats uncomfortable. Gas pedal is touchy, not enough cargo room. Needs
touch screen control is. Heated seats. Vehicle was not maintained therefore I have had many
problems. AC takes up so much power that the car shuts down. The vehicle is comfortable and
does pretty well on gas mileage. I would not recommend this car. I would consider purchasing a
brand new ford focus rather than buying used. The car is decent enough, but nothing fancy. It
has recently needed several repairs including a new fuel pump. Over all it has been fairly
reliable. It handles well enough and works well on back roads or on the highway. Car has also
recently had a fault in the ignition lock system that had to be replaced. My car has been pretty
good for the last 6 years but after it hit thousand miles everything has started to breakdown. I
have had problems with it stalling and have replaced a vacuum hose, among other parts,
however it has been a really good car and didn't give me any troubles until it hit thousand miles.
The vehicle has a minor oil leak which comes from the oil pan. The vehicle also have
transmission mount problems. Good on gas with great mileage. The car has a decent size gas
tank that allows the car to travel very far without burning hardly any fuel. The factory radio work
with exception of the display screen. Had to have all brake cylinders replaced 2 years ago. It has
been overall reliable with great gas mileage. To help it keep running great we have the oil
changed every 3 months or miles whichever comes first. We change the transmission fluid
yearly. It now has over , miles and still runs like a new car. My Ford Focus has been a reliable
vehicle over the years, though it suffers from small problems periodically. Problems with the
transmission has been the most common recurring issue, as well as wiring problems and
issues with the compressor. The gas mileage is fantastic as is the overall comfort and
practicality of the vehicle. Ford Focus gets excellent gas mileage. As long as regular
maintenance is done, car is very reliable. Prefer manual transmission easier to stop in inclement
weather. Four-door sedan is comfortable, and has a large trunk. I own a ford focus and I change
the oil in it on a regular basis, basic maintenance is fairly cheap because it an older ford. I think
that fords are one of the easiest cars to work on if you choose to. I've really haven't had any
major problems with my ford other than having to replace an expensive sensor in it, other than
basic upkeep on the car nothing major. It's an older green Ford focus that I bought used for
about dollars. In terms of fuel efficiency it's pretty good. I drove from Oklahoma to Wisconsin
and only had to fuel up about 3 to 4 times. Plus, with the fuel up only costing about 25 bucks it
makes things a lot easier. The only real problem i have is with the AC. However that's likely due
to the previous owners. I am a short person so I love the fact that it's a small car. Good if you
have 2 kids. I haven't really had any problems with my car honestly. Its performance is great
and its cozy. Features are CD player, oil gage, bright headlights great on gas it's everything you
would want in a small car. Very good on gas that's mainly my number one reason why I love
that car. I have only replaced the engine, because the previous owner ran it out of oil. I have to
have some heater work done soon. I love how easy it is to buy parts for. If you do have to work
on it there are plenty of youtube tutorials to assist you. I love how it drives I love the gas
mileage. I love the seats, I do wish they had heaters tho. My vehicle is a cute little red Ford
Focus that suits my personality. However, it is getting very old and falling apart, as cars do. I
like that it is small, has better mileage than any other car I've owned, and I own it so I don't have
to make payments on it. I don't like how things randomly break. Just recently, the air controls
broke and now I can only use it on defrost mode. Then, the heat shield was loose because the
bolt just rusted out of it. My Focus has made cross country trips, been thru hurricane

evacuations and many other less dramatic events. It's a little loud, but gets decent gas mileage
and with regular maintenance it has been a wonderful car. I chose it because it was the right fit
for my small family and was affordable. My Focus is from the very first model year for Focus
and it is still running and getting me where I need to go. We feel perfectly safe in it and it is easy
to drive. Car was bought used, good engine, motor and transmission. Over k miles and runs
fine. Switch for fan stopped working, small fix that was under ten. Initial problems with cruise
control that were not vital to the car operating. Had to fix wheel bearings on both sides, but it
had a lot of miles on it and I am not particularly kind to my vehicles. Regular wear and tear on
tires. I have heard that the Focuses can have issues with the driver side tires wearing faster, but
I have never noticed. Great gas mileage. Our Ford focus drives excellent. It is fast, stable and
easy to handle. It is comfortable to drive and relaxing to be a passenger. With a smooth ride like
this, it is easy to fall asleep for passengers. The few things that have been an issue is the
steering wheel is not adjustable and it does not have power windows or locks. But, another
great feature is the seat belt strap. It has an adjustment by the door to slide up if you are tall or
slide down if you are shorter. I love this feature. The Ford focus is a very reliable and
economical vehicle. I have a blue Ford Focus. I bought it used not too long ago so I am still
trying to figure out all the ins and outs of the vehicle. So far though it has been really good. It
drives really smooth for the most part. The only real downside to it is that the steering wheel
has a small dead spot in it that has taken some getting used to but other than that it is not too
bad. I guess the other thing I should mention about it is that it is gas mileage is not the best, but
it gets above 20 miles to the gallon. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me.
Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Interior Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. SE Sony Ltd Edition. Search by keyword. Most Helpful.
Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Gene o wrote on September 15, Kathy W wrote on
July 25, Kathleen V wrote on May 14, Jennifer M wrote on October 30, Chelsea M wrote on
October 30, Samuel J wrote on October 30, Michelle H wrote on October 30, Betty J wrote on
October 30, Mikie M wrote on October 30, Jessica D wrote on October 30, Zac C wrote on
October 30, Amanda D wrote on October 30, Brandon B wrote on October 30, James W wrote on
October 30, Katherine M wrote on October 30, Ds K wrote on October 30, Melinda S wrote on
October 30, Joshua C wrote on October 30, Megan F wrote on October 30, Misty B wrote on
October 30, Jennifer O wrote on October 30, Diane M wrote on October 30, Sarah S wrote on
October 30, Barbara B wrote on October 30, Logan C wrote on October 30, Continue to
Overview. The Ford Focus is one of the best small cars your money can buy, if the styling and
the seat comfort suit you. Targeted to be the new volume leader in Ford sales worldwide, the
Focus is a highly evolved compact car with "New Edge" styling, a roomy interior, and excellent
road manners. Ford offers the Focus in three body styles: a three-door hatchback, a sedan and
a wagon. The sedan can be ordered in one of three trim levels, starting with the base LX model
and going up to the midlevel SE and highline ZTS trim. Wagons are available in SE trim only
while the three-door coupe comes with a standard performance-oriented ZX3 package. The base
drivetrain for LX models is a 2. The Zetec makes pound-feet of torque at an easily accessible 4,
rpm. This is more peak torque than a Civic EX or Mazda Protege and more useable peak torque
than anything else offered in the subcompact class. The Focus rides on a four-wheel
independent suspension with MacPherson struts up front and stabilizer bars both front and rear
except on the wagon. Besides its cutting-edge style and highly functional interior, the Focus
boasts such innovative features as child-safety-seat anchors in the rear outboard seat locations
and a glow-in-the-dark rear seat back release to prevent trunk entrapment. Ford is serious about
retaining its share of the worldwide subcompact market. The Focus reflects not only the
company's dedication to this goal, but also its ability to make solid, practical transportation for
the 21st century. Ah yes, the good old days of naming cars. For Ford, it used to be about
real-life things, like Mustang, Maverick, and Monarch. But now that we are approaching the new
millennium, it seems Ford has run out of nouns. Its latest car is named after a verb. Focus, in
fact. Can you name a car after a verb? Is that legal? Really, by this logic, I could name my car
the Talk. Or the Burp. Admittedly, the Focus name isn't as bad as some other small-car names
that come to mind. Top three: 1 Chevy Citation. Physically impossible to get a speeding ticket in
it; 2 Toyota Starlet. Sleeping its way to the top didn't help its career; 3 Pontiac Le Mans. Does
the word "focus" have significance for this car? Ford doesn't or won't say, but my guess is that
Ford is really focused on building a good car. Or maybe it means you're supposed to focus on
the car itself. Well, whatever. It does make more sense than Pinto, at least. In a strange way, the
Focus needs to thank its antithesis, the truck. We say this because it's Ford's best small car
ever. The Focus is a completely new platform. Going on sale in late September , it's available in
three body styles--a three-door hatchback aimed at a younger crowd, a four-door sedan aimed
at a grown-up younger crowd, and a wagon for people with too much junk in their lives.

Although the front-end structure and design of the Focus is common to all three body styles,
Ford hopes that the remaining differences will attract a broad base of paying customers. One of
the key design elements for the Focus is its intelligent use of space. Ford boasts that the car's
overall design started on the inside to provide additional cabin space and comfort. The goal was
to have the Focus accommodate humans ranging from a 4-footinch female weighing 95 pounds
to a 6-footinch male weighing pounds. Arnold Schwarzenegger to George Costanza's
mom--Focus designers want to accommodate them both. At the same time! To achieve this lofty
goal, the Focus has a high roofline and a inch wheelbase. The wheels are pushed towards the
corners, much like Chrysler did with its LH-series of cars. Besides providing more space and
comfort for passengers, the interior also contains thoughtful ergonomics. Though they still
spend most of their time drinking Starbucks coffee and talking on cell phones, drivers generally
fiddle with the audio controls more than the climate controls. So Ford placed the audio controls
higher than the climate controls for easier access. Both feature buttons that can be easily
identified by touch alone. The interior itself is attractive, and contains styling elements from
both the Escort ZX2 and Mercury Cougar. The ZX3 interior, with its faux-metal highlights, looks
sporty. The ZTS Sedan's plood journalist slang for plastic wood highlights do not look sporty.
They do not look luxurious. They just look like plood. The seats are comfortable and supportive.
A three-point safety belt for the center rear seat is standard, as are child-safety-seat anchor
points. Once the comfy Mr. Schwarzenegger and Mrs. Costanza finish arguing over whether
"Commando" or "Raw Deal" was a better movie, they will focus Sorry. Won't happen again. By
driving dynamics, we refer to the way the car handles, steers, accelerates and brakes. Ford was
able to use the latest techniques to produce a lightweight, yet rigid chassis. This in turn enabled
Ford engineers to fine-tune the front- and rear-suspension systems to deliver new levels of
precision and comfort. Up front, the Focus uses MacPherson struts and new, broad A-arms
located by horizontal bushings. A fully independent multi-link suspension has been adopted for
the rear. Though more expensive to produce than a twist-beam axle system such as on the Ford
Escort , the multi-link IRS system is more beneficial in ride comfort, steering precision,
handling, stability, noise levels and packaging. The steering system is surprisingly quick, fluid
and responsive. Fine-tuning and a careful selection of new materials enabled Ford to reduce the
friction within the steering system by 20 percent. All steering components such as the seals,
bearings, tie-rod joints and strut top mounts are optimized for low friction. Ford went through
this effort because too much friction or resistance in the steering system can make it feel
unnatural. There are two engine choices: a 2. While both engines can be found in other Ford
products, they have been improved for use in the Focus. The 2. Peak torque is ft-lbs. The engine
has been significantly upgraded to improve NVH by 30 percent and reduce weight. Ford says a
full 50 percent reduction in perceived engine sound levels has been incorporated for the Focus.
Horsepower for this engine is at 5, rpm, and maximum torque is at 4, rpm. An automatic or
manual transmission is available for either. While improved steering and handling are all well
and good, it's hard to impress the neighbors with them. That job is left to the styling. Whether it
succeeds or not is another question. One thing is certain: The styling of the Focus is distinct
and functional. Ford says its "appearance is designed to be progressive, adventurous and
distinctively different from the softer, more traditional proportions and silhouettes of other
small cars. The hatchback is the most distinctive and European-looking of the bunch, but all
versions have an angular shape, with sculpted wheel arches, triangular headlights and
taillights, and crisp lines on the body panels. Like it or not, the styling is functional. Ford says
the shape provides maximum crash protection and aerodynamics. Drag co-efficient for the
sedan is a low 0. The sedan's trunk has an impressive In-frame gas struts--designed to not
encroach upon trunk space--are used to shut the trunk instead of traditional mechanical arms
that may dent luggage. The rear speakers are built into the doors to prevent them from hanging
down into the trunk. For the wagon, the luggage compartment holds We suspect that the Focus
will be a big success for Ford. It's better than the Escort, even though both will continue to sell
at dealerships. And it's certainly competitive with the likes of the Dodge Neon or Honda Civic.
For the price, the Focus seems to have all the necessary elements--roominess, comfort, good
driving dynamics, safety and functionality. And you can say what you want about the styling.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're

willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. New stylish design, some
Focus models suffer from unattractive interior trim. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Focus is Ford's all-new "world
car" that will be sold initially concurrently with the Escort. Everything from interior room to
performance has been addressed to make this European-engineered compact a winner in the
small-car segment. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Fun to drive work horse of a little
wagon. Principal drivers are my wife and daughter. I recently replaced the plastic thermostat
housing, a wheel bearing, ball joint, and rear stabilizers. Engine is still strong and the car tracks
nicely at 90mph Older: The ztec is a great little engine. I've replaced the brakes twice, one set of
struts, timing belt replaced yes, it is a necessary maintenance item at about K , two sets of
spark plugs, an EGR valve and an O2 sensor and tie rod ends thanks to the crappy seattle
roads. Oil changes every miles and transmission oil changed every 30K miles. I just replaced
the battery for the second time in 15 years. It's been a super inexpensive car to own. If you find
a well maintained SW with a ztec engine, it should be a fine car to own and drive. Read less.
Well balanced, handling and solid feel without the road noise!!! Overall a great designed and
attractive hatchback. Ford Focus ZX3 got daughter home in her 1st blizzard at nite. Drove me to
work for 8 years x 70miles each day. I even slept in the back for 2 nites. Now at k miles,
everything still works fine. I did change the following once: Battery, Brakes, Tires, Thermostat
housing, Belts, hoses, filters, front tie rod links, and plugs. Nothing on this car is hard to work
on either. My focus has been going strong for k miles, which probably isn't the norm. It idles
rough from an unbalanced engine. The headlights are easily scratched and get really dim. The
hatch doesn't hold open in the cold. I owned my focus for awhile now and I am well over k miles
and it still runs like new and can drive anywhere while still getting great gas mileage. On
average I get about with mixed driving. The car is very reliable and has never let me down the
only things I needed to replace on it was the 14 year old brake booster and a radiator hose that
dry rotted. Enough room to comfortably fit 3 adults and a 4th with a little effort. The car does
great in the snow with the right tiers on the front. If your looking for a nice affordable car for
daily driving look no further. See all reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Focus. Sign Up. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€”
to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Ford Focus. While driving 20 mph,
the contact smelled a burning odor coming from the dashboard. He examined the vehicle and
noticed two wires were melted in the wiring harness. The contact believes that the failure
originated from the rear deck lid. Two wires were fused together due to fatigue, one wire being
7. The manufacturer stated that the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign id number 00V
electrical system:wiring. The current mileage was 42, and failure mileage was 42, Add
Complaint. While driving 70 mph consumer noticed a burning odor, and then the vehicle stalled.
Vehicle was towed to a repair shop, and mechanic determined that a piece a metal cut and
shorted the wiring harness connection to the headlight switch. Speed control switch for heating
and air conditioning fan broke and needed to be replaced. Other than the recalls and the brakes
squeaking constantly, everything was fine with my Focus up until 1 month after the warranty
expired. Almost one month to the day, the instrument cluster stopped working. I am beginning
to see the stalling problem from the faulty fuel pump. Now my automatic door locks and trunk
release just stopped working and the car is making a very odd grinding noise when you turn. It
would be one thing if I was the only one with these problems, but the facts are out there and
many, many, many people are all having the exact same problems! I have written to Ford main
offices and my local Ford dealership serveral times on these matters and I have never heard
anything back. I honestly am never buying a Ford vehicle again. At idle the head lights, dash
board lights, and internal dome light flicker with cycle of engine. Ford certified mechanic does
not acknowledge the problem, nor a remedy to the flickering. Flickering still exists! While
consumer's wife was driving vehicle caught on fire, smoke was coming out from the air
conditioning vent. Dashboard melted, and windshield melted. Car burned in my driveway. We
just found out it came from under the dashboard, a problem with the wiring electrically in the
heating system. Wiring under dashboard started smoking, causing car to stall and ignition to
locked up. Under dash harness started smoking causing vehical to stall and ignition to lock up.
Under dash wiring harness started smoking, causing car to stall. Also, ignition locked up. I
really need some help to resolve this this the third time I have filled out this form with no

response at at all. While driving at high speeds all lights on the dash started blinking. Vehicle
was shaking and engine died. While ignition was turned on and vehicle was placed in park a fire
started under the dash due to faulty wiring. Tires wearing out fast, accelerated speed, and
engine kill, uneven suspension, indicator gauges and lights haywire. On Aug 31, at
approxametly pm, while on my way to work my speedometer, and tachometer topped out. And
all dash electrical systems began flashing. My car began excelerating and stopping on its own,
and I imedeiately noticed smoke pouring from under the hood and from the vents. I pulled into
parking lot at work, I poped the hood and called the fire department, becuase there were flames
coming from the battery area. The fire depr't came and put out the fire, the car was towed to the
nearest Ford dealer purvis Ford, fredericksburg va. I have only had the car 28 days and have not
paid a payment as yet when this occured. If you can contact me at work perferably, or home,
please enter the following code when calling our house Any thing you can do to help is
appreciated as no one will look at my vechile indlucing Ford and the dealer where purchased.
Vehicle has experienced an electrical module failure which causes the vehicle to reek of fire,
have the horn blowing, power failure, and overheating. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The dome light
blew out inside the vehicle's compartment. Following that, a factory installed security system
for the door locks began to perform erratically. Doors prevented entry from the outside and exit
from the inside, except for the hatchback. Even if the door locks were pushed they failed to
open. At idle the head lights, dash board lights, and internal dome light flicker with cycle of
engine. Ford certified mechanic does not acknowledge the problem, nor a remedy to the
flickering. Flickering still exists! I want to report a problem with my Focus. My car seems to
have a problem that the dealer is not able to pinpoint. Whenever I have my lights on at night I
have a bad poblem with the headlights flickering along with my dash lights. The dealer says it
cant duplicate the problem but it happens every time I turn the lights on. My niece also has a
Focus and it does the same thing. I think there is a problem with the electrical system on this
car along with the many other problems with this car. Have you gotten any other complaints of
this nature. It seems to be a ground problem. I have also noticed it on the road with other
focuses that I see driving at night. Please let me know if other people have complained about
this problem thank you howard K. Search CarComplaints. After 6 months of purchase, the brake
system specifically rotors failed. While applying brakes there was a constant grinding noise,
resulting in extended stopping distance before vehicle came to a complete stop. Mechanic
stated Ford Focus had these common problems, also experiencing other problems such as
erratic speedometer failure, an the interior light fell out from roof of vehicle, and 2 inches of
water entering from side of door. Inside courtesy light would come on and remain on
intermittently while driving. Dealer notified. Feel free to provide any further information on this
matter. Nothing but problems with the car. First noticed leak in the floorboard on the front
passenger side as the dealer detailed car. Interior dome light fell off soon after, followed by the
fuel gate door and the left drivers side mirror. Now my transmission has blown up, all while
going 25 mph or under, and all under 21, miles! What a lemmon! Vehicle stalls intermittently at
any speed. Before vehicle stalls dash lights come up. Frequency is increasing. Taken vehicle to
dealer who cannot remedy situation. On four occasions since purchare vehicle completely
stopped with dashboard lights flashing while driving in traffic. Dealer replaced the battery, the
alternator. Each time returning the car which once again shut down while driving. Interior lights
come on intermittently. Defroster malfunctions. Front tires makes squeaking noise, key get
stuck in ignition and truck lock when trying to get out. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster?
Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close
the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Ford Focus Interior. What year is your Year. Shop by
Make. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 15 5 10 25 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type. Cargo
Organizer. Center Console Hinge Repair Kit. Defroster Grille. Door Handle Latch Cable.
Emergency Auto Safety Tool. Flex Light. Floor Mat. Floor Mat Retaining Clip. High Tone High
Output Horn. High and Low Tone Horn Pair. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Switch. Inside Rear
View Mirror. Interior Door Handle. Interior Door Handle Set. Keyless Entry Pad. Keyless Entry
Remote. LED Dimmer Control. Light Pods. Low Tone High Output Horn. Master Power Window

Switch. Passenger Area Carpet. Phone Holder. Portable Charger. Power Window Motor. Power
Window Motor Set. Remote Start Antenna Kit. Seat Back Trash Bin. Seat Cover. Sun Visor
Support Clip. Vent Storage. Window Crank Handle. Window Regulator. Window Regulator Set.
Wireless Charging Pad. Armor All. Auto Custom Carpets. Coby Electronics. Custom
Accessories. DIY Solutions. Dorman Help. Ford OEM. Go Gear. LED Innovation. Performance
Tool. Rugged Ridge. Floor Mat Fitment. Cut to Fit. Set Quantity. Carpet Color. Dark Flint Gray.
Multi Color. Parchment Tan. Ultra Bright Blue. Ultra Bright Red. Ultra Bright White. Regulator
Option. Mirror Glass Type. Seat Option. Low Back. Lighting Size. Promotional Items. Filter
Results. Part : 1ADMX Add to Cart. Quantity: Pair Color: Black view more. Part : 1ADHS Color:
Black Finish: Textured view more. Part : 1ADHI Part : 1AWPM Operation: Power Regulator
Option: with Motor view more. Part : 1AWRG Operation: Power Regulator Option: without Motor
view more. Color: Black view more. Ford is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company. See
all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Payoff Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded to the
nearest whole dollar. All loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and are subject to
credit approval from an independent lending source. Actual down payment and resulting
monthly payments may vary depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender
requirements, and the strength of your credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly
payment. Some content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet.
Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Autumn Orange Clearcoat Metallic [Orange]. Cloud 9 White
Clearcoat [White]. Dirt Clearcoat Metallic [Brown]. Infra-Red Clearcoat [Red]. Malibu Blue
Clearcoat Metallic [Blue]. Pitch Black Clearcoat [Black]. Rainforest Green Clearcoat Metallic [Dk.
Sangria Red Clearcoat Metallic [Red]. Twilight Blue Clearcoat Metallic [Dk. Zinc Yellow Clearcoat
Metallic [Yellow]. Please click on the link below to take a short survey. The survey should only
take 5 minutes or less to complete. We want to know what you think of minivans. Choose Your
Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our
engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional
years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads,
block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be
attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics,
belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday
2007 honda pilot owners manual
c4 corvette dashboard
2007 nissan maxima starter
pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission,
axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not
guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets,
bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not
serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may
need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions?

Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part
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Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID
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